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Figure 1. Our contact-aware motion retargeting method reduces interpenetration and preserves self-contacts on characters
with different geometries in a unified framework while existing methods, like Skeleton-Aware Networks (SAN) [2], do not
(Left). In addition, our method generalizes to unseen motions estimated from videos; qualitatively improving noticeable
interpenetration in recent human motion estimation methods.

Abstract

This paper introduces a motion retargeting method that
preserves self-contacts and prevents interpenetration. Self-
contacts, such as when hands touch each other or the torso
or the head, are important attributes of human body lan-
guage and dynamics, yet existing methods do not model or
preserve these contacts. Likewise, interpenetration, such as
a hand passing into the torso, are a typical artifact of mo-
tion estimation methods. The input to our method is a hu-
man motion sequence and a target skeleton and character
geometry. The method identifies self-contacts and ground
contacts in the input motion, and optimizes the motion to
apply to the output skeleton, while preserving these con-
tacts and reducing interpenetration. We introduce a novel
geometry-conditioned recurrent network with an encoder-
space optimization strategy that achieves efficient retarget-
ing while satisfying contact constraints. In experiments, our
results quantitatively outperform previous methods and we
conduct a user study where our retargeted motions are rated
as higher-quality than those produced by recent works. We
also show our method generalizes to motion estimated from
human videos where we improve over previous works that
produce noticeable interpenetration.

1. Introduction
Self-contact, where one part of a person’s body comes

into contact with another part, is crucial to how we perceive
human motion. Self-contact often indicates different behav-
iors or emotional states. For example, people might rest
their head in their hands if they are concerned or thought-

ful, whereas certain dance moves require one’s hands to be
placed on one’s hips. Conversely, implausible self-contacts,
such as hands passing through each other, ruin the physi-
cal plausibility of a motion. Hence, handling self-contact
is crucial for reconstructing, interpreting, and synthesizing
human motion. Note that synthesizing contact for a skinned
character requires knowledge of the character’s 3D geome-
try; it cannot be accurately determined from skeleton alone.

This paper introduces a motion retargeting algorithm that
preserves both self-contact and ground contact, while also
reducing interpenetration. Our retargeting algorithm takes
an input human motion and a target character, and produces
a plausible animation that manifests how that target charac-
ter might perform the input motion. Our method first iden-
tifies self-contact and foot contacts in the input motion. We
use an energy function that preserves these contacts in the
output motion, while reducing interpenetration in the out-
put. We reason about self-contacts from the character’s ge-
ometry and foot contacts from the character skeleton, in or-
der to guarantee that contacts will be accurately transferred
in the skinned and rendered motion. Our approach gener-
alizes to any mesh geometry and topology regardless of the
number of vertices in the mesh.

Due to the difficultly of directly optimizing a full mo-
tion sequence, we build on previous work and train a Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) to perform retargeting. We
find that an RNN does not perfectly satisfies contact con-
straints given its efficient inference. Therefore, we propose
encoder-space optimization, in which we refine the RNN’s
predictions by iteratively optimizing the hidden units of
RNN’s encoder. This process allows our method to ef-
ficiently satisfy constraints, by taking advantage of the
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RNN’s smooth, disentangled encoder-space.
Since hands often participate in meaningful self-contacts

(e.g., contacts from hands to head, hands to hand, hands to
hip), we focus our analysis on contacts between the hands
and the rest of the character geometry. Note that our use of
geometry means that the output style will depend on char-
acter mesh: a bulkier character is more constrained in their
movements, which is reflected in our results. We evaluate
our method on various complex motion sequences as well as
a wide range of character geometries from skinny to bulky.
We show that our method provides a good balance between
preserving input motion properties while preserving self-
contacts and reducing implausible interpenetration. In our
qualitative and quantitative experiments, we outperform the
state-of-the-art learning-based motion retargeting methods.
In addition, we qualitatively show our method generalizes
to real scenarios by retargeting motion extracted from hu-
man videos. Our method improves upon methods that only
consider the skeleton when estimating the motion.

2. Related Work
Most early methods for motion retargeting perform a

constrained optimization problem over the skeleton of a
character. Gleicher [10] optimized the output motion se-
quence guided by kinematic constraints. Several authors
include physical plausibility constraints in the optimization
[23, 27, 5], including ground contact constraints. Another
approach is to first solve an inverse kinematics (IK) problem
for each motion frame, and then apply spacetime smoothing
to the result [19, 8, 30, 6, 11].

The above methods either use expensive optimization
algorithms or else suboptimal spatiotemporal smoothing.
More recently, deep learning methods can resolve both of
these issues. Villegas et al. [31] train a recurrent neural
network with a forward-kinematics layer for unsupervised
motion retargeting. Lim et al. [20] train a feed-forward
motion retargeting network that decouples the local pose
and the overall character movement. Aberman et al. [3]
proposed a supervised method for 2D motion retargeting
that learns disentangled representations of motion, skele-
ton, and camera view-angle. Aberman et al. [2] proposed
Skeleton-Aware Networks (SAN) which learn to retarget
between skeletons with different numbers of joints. How-
ever, this method requires retraining for each new set of
skeleton topologies, and their method does not take charac-
ter geometry into account. Moreover, these network-based
retargeting methods cannot precisely satisfy constraints, a
limitation we address with encoder-space optimization.

Only a few older works consider self-contacts in retar-
geting. Lyard and Magnenat-Thalmann [22] use a heuristic
sequential optimization strategy. Ho and Shum [15] adapt
robot motions with a spacetime optimization strategy that
prevents self-collisions. More recently, Basset et al. [1, 7]

proposed a constrained optimization algorithm with attrac-
tion and repulsion terms to preserve contacts and avoid in-
terpenetration. These works, however, require exact vertex
correspondences between the input and target meshes, ex-
pensive constrained optimization over the entire sequence,
and smoothing as a post-process. Liu et al. [21] requires
input/target mesh calibration, and solves for bone, surface
smoothness, and volumetric constraints by solving a linear
system. Our method is general to any source/target mesh,
retargets motion frame-by-frame, and all mesh and skeleton
shape constraints are implicitly handled.

3D character geometry has been considered in other
animation-related tasks to improve the motion plausibil-
ity. Tzionas et al. [29] incorporated collision detection for
hand motion capture and Hasson et al. [13] used a mesh-
level contact loss for jointly 3D reconstructing the hand
and the manipulating object. Body geometry is modeled
while estimating and synthesizing plausible humans that in-
teract with 3D scene geometry [12, 33], and with other char-
acters [14]. Interpenetration and character collisions with
surrounding objects are handled in character posing [17].
However, it is nontrivial to extend these posing methods
to retargeting while maintaining the naturalness of the mo-
tion. Our method instead infers character specific geometric
constrains (contacts) directly from the mesh and maintains
them during retargeting. In work concurrent to our own,
Smith et al. [26] demonstrate the importance of self-contact
handling for detailed hand tracking.

Recent works have investigated the use of optimization
as supervision when ground-truth is not available. Kolo-
touros et al. [18] proposed a learning scheme for 3D human
pose and shape estimation that performs iterative 3D hu-
man model fitting which provides weak supervision during
learning. Our proposed geometry-aware RNN is trained in
a weakly supervised manner using an energy function that
preserves self-contacts and ground contacts. In addition,
our encoder-space optimization strategy uses the weak su-
pervision provided by our energy function to precisely sat-
isfy constraints at test time.

3. Contact-Aware Motion Retargeting
This section describes our motion retargeting method;

the main steps are summarized in Figure 2. The inputs to
our method are a source motion represented as the skeleton
motion mA and the skinned motion v̂A, and a target char-
acter represented by the skeleton s̄B and the skinned geom-
etry v̄B in a reference pose (e.g., T-pose). Then, our goal
is to output the skeleton motion mB as well as the corre-
sponding skinned motion v̂B that preserves the “content”
of the source motion, including self-contacts and ground
contacts, while also not introducing interpenetration. The
self-contacts and ground contacts in the source motion are
automatically estimated by a contact detection step, de-
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Figure 2. Method overview. Our method first detects hand contacts in the input motion geometry and foot contacts with the
floor. The detected contacts are then passed into our contact-aware motion retargeting which retargets the source motion into
the target character while preserving the detected contacts.

scribed in Section 3.4. We next describe our energy func-
tion, geometry-conditioned RNN, and our encoder-space
optimization strategy to satisfy hard constraints.

3.1. Energy Function

Given the source motion, skeleton, and inferred contacts,
we formulate an energy function for the output motion,
which includes novel terms to preserve the input contacts,
and to reduce the introduction of interpenetration. Like pre-
vious work, we also include terms to preserve the source
motion, represented in terms of skeleton motion, i.e., joint
rotations, global trajectory, end-effector velocities, and foot
contacts. We define the full energy function as:

Efull(t) = Egeo(t) + Eskel(t), (1)

where Egeo is the geometry based motion modeling term
focusing on vertex contacts and interpenetration and Eskel

is the skeleton based motion modeling term. This energy
is defined and optimized for each frame t in an online re-
targeting fashion. For simplicity, we omit the input t in the
remaining of the paper.

3.1.1 Geometry-level modeling terms

Modeling motion at the geometry level requires two par-
allel objectives working together: modeling mesh contacts
and reducing interpenetration. If we model the mesh con-
tacts alone, there is nothing to prevent the retargeted motion
from perfectly reaching that contact while introducing large
penetrations (e.g., left hand going through the torso to touch
the right arm). On the other extreme, if we completely avoid
interpenetration, meaningful contacts are likely to be lost as
these may cause slight interpenetration. Therefore, our ge-
ometry modeling energy is defined by:

Egeo = λEj2j + βEint + γEfoot , (2)

where Ej2j is our self-contact term, Eint is our interpene-
tration reduction term, and Efoot is the foot contact term.

Self-contact preservation. This step takes as input a set
of vertex contact constraints on the output motion for a
particular time frame, identified during the contact detec-
tion step (Section 3.4). Specifically, the input is a set of
V = {(i, j)} where tuple (i, j) indicates that vertices vi and
vj of the output mesh should be in contact. This is measured
as the average distance between such pairs of vertices:

Ej2j =
1

|V|
∑

(i,j)∈V

∥vi − vj∥2 (3)

Interpenetration reduction. We reduce mesh penetra-
tions with a penalty similar to that of Tzionas et al. [29].
Specifically, at each time step, we detect the set of collid-
ing triangles F = {(r, i)} using a bounding volume hier-
archy [28]. We further define a local 3D distance field for
each triangle in the form of a cone. For a pair of colliding
triangles fr and fi, the position of one triangle inside the lo-
cal 3D distance field of the other determines the penetration
term. Thus, we define Eint as follows:

Eint =
∑

(r,i)∈F

 ∑
vj∈fr

wr,i∥ − ψi(vj)nj∥2+

∑
vk∈fi

wi,r∥ − ψr(vk)nk∥2
 . (4)

where vj’s are vertices in one of the triangles, nj are the
corresponding per-vertex normals, and ψi and ψr are the
distance fields for triangles i and r. The distance fields are
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positive for triangles that interpenetrate, and zero otherwise.
See Tzionas et al. [29] for further details.

The weight factors wr,i = wi,r are determined as fol-
lows. We observed in initial tests that setting uniform
weight created unnatural motions, because of slight inter-
penetrations near joints such as the underarms or crotch.
Such interpenetrations are not objectionable, whereas pen-
etrations between different part of the character are. Hence,
we set the weights based on geodesic distance, with a small
weight for triangles that are close together on the surface:

wr,i = η−1 min
vj∈fr,vk∈fi

D(vj , vk) (5)

where D(vj , vk) is the geodesic distance from vertex vj
to vertex vk, and the normalization η is the maximum
geodesic distance between all pairs of vertices in the mesh:
η = maxa,bD(va, vb).

Foot contact preservation. This step takes as input the
foot contacts with the ground detected in the source motion
as described in Section 3.4. The energy term preserves these
contacts by minimizing velocity and height for vertices that
should be in contact:

Efoot =
∑
j∈C

1

hB

(
∥ġBj ∥2 + ∥

(
gBj

)y ∥2) , (6)

where gB indicates the global joint position and C is the
set of joint indices (i.e., heels and toes) in contact with the
ground at the current time-step t. The first term inside the
parenthesis minimizes the foot joint velocities and the sec-
ond term minimizes the y coordinates of the foot joint posi-
tions to be at ground level during a detected contact.

In practice, the heel height from the ground depends on
how the character was built. Heel may be at ankle height in
some characters, and so, we get the heel height from refer-
ence pose, i.e., T-pose skeleton, and add it to the heel coor-
dinates so that ground height of zero corresponds to contact.

3.1.2 Skeleton-level motion transfer term

In order to preserve the style of the input motion, we adopt
an energy term that models the motion at the skeleton level
similar to previous works. Specifically, we focus on pre-
serving the local motion represented as joint rotations, the
global motion represented as the root trajectory and the
global motion of the end-effectors (i.e., hands and feet).
Hence, our motion energy function is defined as:

Eskel = Eweak + ωEee , (7)

whereEweak models local and global motion andEee mod-
els the end-effector positions. Our first term encourages the
retargeted joint rotations to remain close to the source mo-
tion in a weakly supervised manner, while also encouraging

the target character to follow a global trajectory similar to
the source. Our weakly supervised energy is defined by:

Eweak = ρ
∑
j

∥θBj − θAj ∥2 + ∥oB − oA→B∥2, (8)

where θAj is the rotation of joint j in the source motion, θBj
is the rotation of joint j in the retargeted motion, oB is the
retargeted root velocity, and ρ is the weight of this term.
The source motion’s root velocity oA is scaled by the height
ratio between the legs of the source and target characters,
producing oA→B .

We further define our second term which models the mo-
tion of the end-effectors as follows:

Eee =
∑
j∈ee

∥ 1

hB
ġBj −

1

hA
ġAj ∥2, (9)

where ġAj and ġBj respectively are the velocities of the
source and output character joint j in global coordinates
and ee is the set of joint indices of the hands and feet end-
effectors. Eee minimizes the difference between the global
velocities of end-effectors, scaled by the respective charac-
ter heights hA and hB .

3.2. Geometry-Conditioned RNN

Directly optimizing the output motion is very expensive
and impractical, which has motivated the development of
RNN-based methods [9]. Direct optimization would be es-
pecially impractical for our case, since geometric collision
detection on full-body meshes is memory-intensive.

Instead, we train a recurrent neural network (RNN) that
retargets a source motion to a target character by minimiz-
ing the energy function defined in the previous section. As
shown in Figure 3, the RNN is composed of an encoder that
encodes the source skeleton motion mA into RNN states
henc and a decoder that outputs motion features in the hid-
den states that are used to predict the target skeleton mo-
tion, mB , and skinned motion, v̂B . In order to decode hid-
den motion features, the decoder takes as input the encoded
source motion features in the current frame, the local mo-
tion (pB) and root velocity (oB) of the target character in
the previous frame as well as the skeleton (s̄B) and the ge-
ometric encoding of the target character in reference pose
(i.e., T-pose). We utilize the PointNet [24] architecture to
obtain a geometric encoding of the target character given
its geometry and skinning weights in the reference pose.
This enables our architecture to be invariant to the topol-
ogy of the target character mesh. Given the hidden motion
features, we utilize linear layers to decode the local joint
rotations and the root velocity. A Forward kinematics (FK)
layer converts the local joint rotations (θB) to local joint po-
sitions and by adding the root velocity we obtain the global
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Figure 3. Geometry-conditioned RNN. See text for details.

skeleton joint coordinates, gB . We also incorporate a skin-
ning layer (SK) that deforms the target character geometry
based on the skeleton motion and outputs the local skinned
motion, v̂B . We refer the reader to the supplementary ma-
terial for details on the network architecture.

3.3. Encoder-Space Optimization

While the RNN produces good output motions, they of-
ten do not adequatenly satisfy contacts and penetration con-
straints. Therefore, at test-time, we take the RNN output as
the initial solution to our energy function and continue opti-
mizing it. As directly optimizing the pose representation re-
mains impractical, we propose encoder-space optimization,
in which the motion is updated by updating the hidden en-
coding henc and root velocity o. This allows us to update the
motion frame-by-frame, while also taking advantage of the
smooth, low-dimensional, decoupled embedding learned by
the network. Specifically, for each time-step t of the output
motion, we perform N = 30 gradient descent updates to
the encoder hidden units and root velocity as follows:

henc
t,n+1 ← henc

t,n − α
∂Efull(t)

∂henc
t,n

, (10)

ot−1,n+1 ← ot−1,n − α
∂Efull(t)

∂ot−1,n
, (11)

where 1 ≤ n ≤ N indicates the iteration number. Note
that these updates only consider the E(t) terms that depend
on the current time-step t. The output motion can then be
generated from the updated hidden units and root velocity.

Attempting to sequentially update the pose parameters θ

frame-by-frame does not improve the motion, since these
parameters are tightly coupled in the energy.

3.4. Input contact detection

We now describe how we estimate self-contacts and
ground contact in the source motion.

Self-contacts. There are two steps to our self-contact de-
tection process. First, we identify instances in the source
motion where either of the character’s hands intersect any
other body part, including the other hand. Then, we con-
vert these intersections into contact constraints for use in
the output motion.

As a preprocess, we group the vertices associated with
skinning weights over 0.5 for each joint. For example, the
left hand group is the set of vertices for which the skinning
weight from the left wrist joint is at least 0.5. Each group
also includes the triangles formed by its vertices.

In a given input frame, the algorithm detects if there is
an intersection between one of the hand groups and another
group on the body, using a Bounding Volume Hierarchy
(BVH) [28] on the triangles in the groups. The two groups
are determined to be in contact if the average cosine sim-
ilarity of the per-vertex velocities in global coordinates is
greater than 0.9, or if the distance between their nearest ver-
tices is less than 0.2 cm where the shortest character in our
dataset is 138 cm. For each detected contact, we identify the
top 3 closest pairs of vertices between the two groups. The
same process is repeated for all pairs of intersecting groups.

Since the input and output characters may have very dif-
ferent mesh geometry and topology, we next need to trans-
fer contact constraints to the output mesh. Let vA be a
contact vertex in the input shape; we first must identify its
corresponding vertex vB in the output shape. As in many
previous works, we use feature matching for mesh corre-
spondence. Specifically, we define a per-vertex feature vec-
tor that combines skinning weights and offset vectors from
the corresponding joint positions in the reference pose; we
found that skinning weights alone were inadequate for cor-
respondence. Then, the corresponding output mesh vertex
vB is the output vertex with the most-similar feature vec-
tor to the input vertex [32]. Given a pair of input vertices
in contact vAi and vAj on the input, we generate a constraint
that the corresponding vertices vBi and vBj should be in con-
tact on the target mesh. Details of the feature vector are in
the supplemental material.

Foot contacts. We find that simple thresholds similar to
previous work, e.g., [25] are sufficient for detecting foot
contacts with the ground. The feet are defined by the toe
and heel joints, which we threshold in different ways. The
toe joint is determined to be in contact if its height from
the ground is at most 3cm and displacement from previous
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time-step is at most 1cm, all at 180 cm scale. The heel is
determined to be in contact only if its displacement from
the previous time-step is at most 1 cm at 180 cm scale.
We treat the heel differently from the toe because some of
the motions were captured with subjects wearing high heel
shoes which makes our threshold based on heights from the
ground inaccurate. We perform an additional step to remove
any false negatives by a sliding window approach that fills
in contacts if more than half of the frames in a window of 5
frames are in contact.

4. Experiments
Dataset, training and testing. We evaluate our method
on the Mixamo dataset [4], which consists of sequences
of the same motions performed by multiple characters with
different body shapes and skeleton geometries.

A shortcoming of the Mixamo dataset is that it does not
provide clean ground truth: many of these motions exhibit
the kind of interpenetration and ground contact violations
that we aim to correct, and no perfectly clean dataset is
available. These issues may not be a problem during train-
ing because contacts are enforced by our loss terms rather
than being purely learned. However, evaluation is difficult
for these motions; it is very difficult to visually evaluate
the quality of motion transfer when the input suffers from
contact and penetration issues. Hence, for all of our tests,
we use the “Y-bot” character motions as source motion, be-
cause these motions do have accurate self-contacts. The “Y-
bot” character is not seen during training.

We train on the training subset used in [31], which con-
tains distinct motion sequences performed by 7 characters,
and contains 1646 motions in total. Similar to [31, 20],
we train our method by extracting clips of 60 frames long,
which we retarget to characters in the training. In contrast
to [31, 20], we evaluate our method and baselines on full
motion capture sequences of variable length. Please see the
supplementary materials for more training and testing de-
tails.

Preprocessing. We preprocess each motion sequence
similar to [31, 20, 16] by separating into local pose and
global pose. While local pose consists of joint rotations
relative to their parents, global pose consists of the veloc-
ity of the root (i.e., hip) in x, y, and z coordinates. We use
the same 22 joint subset modeled in [31, 20]. Please see the
supplementary materials for more details.

Baselines. We compare against the unsupervised motion
retargeting methods from [31] and [20] which both involve
a forward kinematics layer in their network architectures.
We also compare with Skeleton-Aware Networks [2] (SAN)
which uses skeleton pooling-based encoder and decoder

networks to learn a skeleton invariant representation via an
adversarial cycle consistency method. Note that SAN is an
offline motion retargeting method (i.e., it requires the whole
source motion sequence to be seen before retargeting), and
applies inverse-kinematics (IK) as post-processing to main-
tain foot contacts in the final output. Following SAN, we
also include a baseline where we take our network outputs
and perform the same IK as a post-processing step as in [2]
instead of our encoder-space optimization.

Evaluation metrics. We evaluate results based both on
the geometry and the skeleton. We evaluate skeletal motion,
by measuring how close the retargeted motions are to the
ground-truth provided in the Mixamo dataset. The global
joint position error is normalized by character height.

Interpenetration is scored using the interpenetration
penalty in Equation 4 on the normalized vertices. We eval-
uate how well self-contacts are preserved by measuring the
distance between the vertices involved in each contact. We
use continuous scores rather than binary losses, because
some characters are unable to perfectly reach a contact point
due to their geometries (e.g., bulky vs skinny character), and
slight contact errors are preferable to large ones. Our foot
contact metric is based on a binary classification of the foot
contacts detected in the retargeted motion against the con-
tacts detected in the source motion. We use a binary metric
since, in contrast to our vertex distance metric, there is noth-
ing preventing feet from reaching the ground.

Finally, we conduct a user evaluation where we show two
retargeting results of a given source motion, our result ver-
sus the result of the best performing baseline method, and
ask the users to choose the more plausible result.

4.1. Results

In this section, we present quantitative and qualitative
experiments. Please see our supplementary material for an
ablation of the different components in our method.

4.1.1 Comparisons

In this section, we compare our full method against the
recently proposed motion retargeting methods. As shown
in Table 1, our method outperforms all the baselines not
only in terms of self-contact handling and interpenetration,
the focus of our method, but also in terms of motion qual-
ity. A significant advantage of our method is the encoder-
space optimization to enforce constraints. In contrast, non
of the baseline methods explicitly model the contacts. The
SAN method [2] presents an additional post-processing step
based on Inverse Kinematics (IK) to ensure foot contacts
are modeled (SAN + IK). While it does improve foot con-
tact accuracy and global position MSE, it sacrifices the ge-
ometry quality. To have a fair comparison, we perform the
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Method
Geometry evaluation Motion evaluation

Inter-Penetrations ↓ Vertex Contact
MSE ↓ Foot Contact

Accuracy ↑ Global Position
MSE ↓

Ours 0.81 3.87 0.97 0.48
Efull + IK 1.19 4.52 0.82 1.58
SAN [2] 1.43 5.26 0.63 0.82
SAN + IK [2] 1.32 5.78 0.73 0.74
PMnet [20] 2.94 23.11 0.70 3.67
NKN [31] 3.20 14.86 0.71 8.15

Table 1. We evaluate the retargeted motion at the geometry and skeletal level. We evaluate the amount of self-penetrations,
geometry contacts distance, foot contacts with the floor, and global joint positions in the retargeted motion.
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Figure 4. Qualitative comparison. We show an example where our method is able to reduce interpenetration without the
need of contact modeling (left side), and an example where our method is able to model self-contacts while reducing self-
penetrations (right side). We invite readers to watch the supplementary videos for more detailed visual comparisons.

Expert User
Ours / SAN + IK

Non-Expert User
Ours / SAN + IK

Overall
Ours / SAN + IK

0.86 / 0.14 0.74 / 0.26 0.80 / 0.20

Table 2. We ask human subjects to compare our retargeting
results to that of the best performing baseline in Table 1.
Overall 80% of the users prefer our results.

same IK on the outputs of our network without encoder-
space optimization (Efull + IK). It is clear that even though
foot contact accuracy is improved with IK, our complete
method (Efull + ESO) outperforms it by a large margin. We
invite readers to watch the supplementary videos for visual
comparisons.

User study. We conduct a user study to qualitatively eval-
uate the performance of our method against SAN + IK, the
best performing baseline. For each question, human sub-
jects are given three videos, namely the source motion, and
the two motions retargeted using either our method or SAN
+ IK. The retargeted results are randomly placed on either
side of the source motion and anonymously labeled. We ask
the subjects to choose the retargeting result that looks clos-
est to the source motion. Each subject is shown 20 questions
where the motion triplets are randomly sampled out of 180
test motion sequences. We run our user study on a total of
17 subjects where 8 subjects have animation expertise (an-
imation artist or developer) and 9 are not, collecting a total
of 340 comparisons. Further details of how we conduct the
user evaluation is provided in the supplemental material.
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Ours

Figure 5. We retarget two motion clips estimated using the
method by [25], and synthesize motion that avoids inter-
penetration present in the original input. We invite readers
to watch the supplementary videos for comparisons.

Our results are summarized in Table 2. We find that
overall 80% of users prefer our retargeted motion over the
baseline. Furthermore 86% of the expert subjects prefer our
results demonstrating the superior performance of our ap-
proach. We also provide a qualitative comparison of our
method against the baseline in Figure 4 where we highlight
the penetration reduction and self-contact capabilities of our
method in comparison to the baseline.

4.2. Retargeting motion from human videos

In this section, we test our method for retargeting motion
estimates from human videos. We get the human pose esti-
mates from [25], and feed it to our method to retarget mo-
tion that takes the character mesh into account. In Figure 5,
we show how our method (bottom row) is able to avoid in-
terpenetration present in the motion estimated by [25]. This
happens because their method processes character skeleton
while completely ignoring the character mesh. In addition,
we test our method for retargeting human motion into char-
acters with a significant body shape difference. In Figure 6,
we show how the motion retargeted using our method fol-
lows the input video closely while moving within the target
character body shape constraints. Please refer to our sup-
plementary material for video results.

5. Conclusion
We present a motion retargeting method that detects and

preserves self and ground contacts while also reducing in-
terpenetration. At the core of our method is an energy
formulation that enforces such geometric constraints while
also preserving the input motion quality. We train a recur-

Figure 6. We retarget motion estimated by [25] into a char-
acter with significant body shape differences. We invite
readers to watch the supplementary video for more results.

rent neural network (RNN) that minimizes this energy func-
tion to retarget motion between source and target characters
that vary in terms of skeleton lengths, proportions, as well
as character geometries. We further propose an encoder-
space optimization strategy to refine the hidden encoding of
the RNN to satisfy the contact constraints.

While our method outperforms recently proposed retar-
geting solutions both quantitatively and qualitatively, there
still remain some limitations that we would like to address
in future work. The different energy terms in our formula-
tion quantify various qualities of a good retargeting output.
However, occasionally different terms might be conflicting,
e.g., the retargeting might sacrifice preserving the input mo-
tion in order to reduce interpenetration. This might result in
the loss of the characteristic motion style of the input. A
thorough analysis of the factors that affect the perception
of a motion and how they can be incorporated in a retar-
geting method is an interesting future research direction. In
our current implementation, we use a heuristic approach to
detect the self-contacts in the input motion. Provided with
annotated data, such contacts can be learned automatically.
Enforcing the interpenetration term aggressively may result
in stiff retargeted motion. We utilize geodesic weights to
softly penalize intersections in regions such as underarms.
Providing the user with the ability to paint regions that al-
low slight penetrations is another future direction. Finally,
even though our contact-aware formulation is general, our
network cannot handle arbitrary number of joints. This is
an additional future direction we plan to pursue.
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